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Abstract
Unsupervised word embedding has benefited
a wide spectrum of NLP tasks due to its ef-
fectiveness of encoding word semantics in dis-
tributed word representations. However, un-
supervised word embedding is a generic rep-
resentation, not optimized for specific tasks.
In this work, we propose a weakly-supervised
word embedding framework, CatE. It uses cat-
egory names to guide word embedding and ef-
fectively selects category representative words
to regularize the embedding space where the
categories are well separated. Experiments
show that our model outperforms unsuper-
vised word embedding models significantly on
both document classification and category rep-
resentative words retrieval tasks.
1 Introduction
Unsupervised word embeddings are generic dis-
tributed word representations that have shown re-
markable effectiveness in various NLP tasks, such
as named entity recognition (Lample et al., 2016),
text classification (Kim, 2014) and machine trans-
lation (Cho et al., 2014). Unsupervised embedding
models, such as Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013)
and GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014), map words
with similar contexts close in the embedding space,
assuming similar contexts imply similar semantics.
However, unsupervised word embeddings usually
do not yield the best performances on downstream
tasks as they do not incorporate task-specific infor-
mation.
On the other hand, supervised word embeddings
are typically trained end-to-end with deep learn-
ing models for specific downstream tasks. For ex-
ample, when convolutional neural networks are
employed to learn sentence and document repre-
sentations for classification (Kalchbrenner et al.,
2014; Kim, 2014), words are passed through an
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Figure 1: Different Category-Name Guided Embed-
ding Space.
embedding layer to form a sentence/document ma-
trix on which convolutional kernels are applied.
Word embeddings are learned simultaneously with
the weights of deep models to fit the training data.
Although supervised word embeddings are opti-
mal for the particular task, training them requires
massive task-specific labeled data which might be
expensive or unrealistic to obtain.
In this paper, we fill in the gap between unsuper-
vised word embedding and supervised word em-
bedding by introducing a weakly-supervised em-
bedding learning method called CatE that learns
category distinctive embeddings. CatE does not
require any hand-labeled data, but only leverages
category names to learn word embeddings with
discriminative power over the specific set of cate-
gories. For example, as shown in Figure 1, the same
set of celebrities should be embedded differently
given different sets of category names. If “poli-
tics”, “science” and “literature” are given, CatE
aims to capture subject information so that celebri-
ties from the same field are mapped close in the
embedding space. If “United States” and “England”
are given, CatE extracts location indicative infor-
mation to learn word embedding so that celebrities
from the same country are embedded close. CatE
consists of two modules: (1) A weakly-supervised
word embedding learning module that regularizes
the embedding space based on category representa-
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tive words; and (2) a selection module that selects
category representative words based on both word
embedding similarity and word distributional speci-
ficity. The two modules collaborate in an iterative
way: At each iteration, the former refines word
embeddings and category embeddings for accurate
representative words selection; and the latter se-
lects representative words that will be used by the
former in the next iteration.
Our contributions are summarized as follows.
1. We propose a weakly-supervised word em-
bedding model that jointly learns word em-
bedding and category embedding. The model
enforces category distinctiveness in the em-
bedding space based on representative words
of each class.
2. We propose an unsupervised method that
jointly learns word embedding and word distri-
butional specificity, based on which we can se-
lect category representative words accurately.
We also provide theoretical interpretations of
the model.
3. We conduct a series of evaluations on docu-
ment classification and representative phrase
mining tasks. Linear/parameter-free classifica-
tion models operating on CatE’s embeddings
can achieve comparable performances with
deep models operating on unsupervised em-
beddings.
2 Weakly-Supervised Word Embedding
In this section, we propose a weakly-supervised
word embedding model that jointly embeds words,
documents and categories into a shared space
where word embeddings are not only learned ac-
cording to word contexts, but also encouraged to
incorporate category distinctive information.
2.1 Learning Word Embedding from
Contexts
Most unsupervised word embedding frameworks
such as Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) and
GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) learn word rep-
resentation by preserving the local context similar-
ity of words, assuming words with similar local
contexts are semantically close. However, local
contexts alone may not be always sufficient to dis-
tinguish word semantics. For example, as pointed
out in (Tang et al., 2014), “good” and “bad” may
be mapped close in embedding space due to sim-
ilar syntactic context. If only local contexts are
used to learn word embedding, category distinctive
information may not be fully incorporated.
Another type of context—global context—
referring to the document that a word appears in,
can complement local context in capturing word
semantics and help disambiguate word meanings
(Huang et al., 2012). For example, an adjective in
a negative review text probably has negative mean-
ings as well. Therefore, we propose to incorporate
both local and global contexts in our word embed-
ding model with the goal of capturing more com-
plete word semantics, on which category distinctive
information can be most effectively extracted.
For each document d, we define the loss of local
context as below which encourages the model to
correctly predict the local context of each word:
Llocal = −
∑
1≤i≤|d|
∑
−h≤j≤h,j 6=0
log p(wi+j | wi), (1)
where h is the local context window size.
We define the loss of global context as below
which encourages the model to correctly predict
the document using each word in the document:
Lglobal = −
∑
1≤i≤|d|
log p(d | wi). (2)
We defer the explicit definitions of p(wi+j | wi)
and p(d | wi) to Eqs. (6) and (7) in Section 3.
2.2 Enforcing Category Distinctiveness
Even with the above improvements, the word em-
beddings so generated are still generic, not opti-
mized for specific tasks. For many tasks, a user
can easily provide the names of specific categories.
In this situation, we propose to jointly learn word
embedding and category embedding, and introduce
a regularization term that enforces category repre-
sentative words to be embedded close to their cor-
responding category and far from other categories
in the joint embedding space.
We first define the probability of a word w be-
longing to category ci with the word embedding
uw and category embedding ci:
p(ci | w) = exp(c
>
i uw)∑
cj∈C exp(c
>
j uw)
. (3)
Let pw =
[
p(c1 | w) . . . p(cn | w)
]> be the
probability distribution of w over all classes. In-
tuitively, if a word w certainly belongs to class
ci, pw should become a one-hot vector lw with
p(ci | w) = 1. To achieve this property, we mini-
mize the KL divergence from each category repre-
sentative word’s distribution pw to its correspond-
ing discrete delta distribution lw. Formally, given a
set of class representative words S, the regulariza-
tion term is defined as:
Lreg = 1|S|
∑
w∈S
KL (lw‖pw) . (4)
The above regularization loss encourages the
category embeddings to become distinctive anchor
points in the embedding space that are far from
each other and are surrounded by their own class
representative words. We will introduce how to
select class representative words in Section 3.
3 Selection of Category Representative
Words
Category surface names provided initially serve
as good representative words for each class, but
they are clearly insufficient to define the complete
semantics of the categories. To find more class
representative words for each category, one may
select words having the highest cosine similarity
in the embedding space with the category words.
However, this approach cannot be readily applied
to our case, because of the following two reasons:
• The underlying constraint of class representa-
tive words is that they belong to the category
(i.e., an inclusive relationship between cate-
gory name and class representative words).
Cosine similarity between word embeddings
is a symmetric measure and fails to capture
asymmetric relationships like inclusion be-
tween words.
• Intuitively, class representative words should
have wide semantic coverage (e.g., “Texas”
is more appropriate than “Austin” as a rep-
resentative word for “United States”). From
the perspective of embedding learning, words
with higher semantic specificity may appear
fewer times in the corpus and suffer from in-
sufficient embedding training, which leads to
the distortion of the category embedding man-
ifold if they are selected as category represen-
tative words. However, generic word embed-
ding cannot model the semantic generality of
words.
Motivated by the limitations of word embedding,
we propose to jointly learn word embedding and
word distributional specificity, based on which we
can find class representative words effectively.
3.1 Word Distributional Specificity
We adapt the concept of distributional generality in
(Weeds et al., 2004) and define word distributional
specificity as below.
Definition 1 (Word Distributional Specificity). We
assume there is a scalar κw ≥ 0 correlated with
each word w indicating how specific the word
meaning is. The bigger κw is, the more specific
meaning word w has, and the less varying contexts
w appears in.
For example, “seafood” has a higher word distri-
butional specificity than “food”, because seafood
is a specific type of food.
3.2 Jointly Learning Word Embedding and
Distributional Specificity
In this subsection, we propose a simple extension
of Word2Vec’s Skip-Gram (Mikolov et al., 2013)
model to jointly learn word embedding and word
distributional specificity in an unsupervised way.
In Skip-Gram model, the conditional probability
p(wi+j | wi) in Eq. (1) is defined as
p(wi+j | wi) =
exp(u>wivwi+j )∑
w′∈V exp(u
>
wivw′)
, (5)
where uw is the input vector representation of w
(usually used as the word embedding); vw is the
output vector representation that serves as w’s con-
textual representation.
We modify Eq. (5) to incorporate an additional
learnable scalar κw for each word w, and define the
conditional probabilities in Eqs. (1) and (2) to be:
p(wi+j | wi) =
exp(κwiu
>
wivwi+j )∑
w′∈V exp(κwiu
>
wivw′)
, (6)
p(d | wi) = exp(κwiu
>
wid)∑
d′∈D exp(κwiu
>
wid
′)
, (7)
where κw is the distributional specificity of w.
3.3 Explaining the Model
Here we explain why the additional parameter κw
in Eqs. (6) and (7) effectively captures word distri-
butional specificity. We first introduce a spherical
distribution, and then show how our model is con-
nected to the properties of the distribution.
Definition 2 (The von Mises Fisher (vMF) distri-
bution). A unit random vector x ∈ Sp−1 ⊂ Rp
has the p-variate von Mises Fisher distribution
vMFp(µ, κ) if its probability dense function is
f(x;µ, κ) = cp(κ) exp(κµ
>x),
where κ ≥ 0 is the concentration parameter,
‖µ‖ = 1 is the mean direction, and the normaliza-
tion constant cp(κ) is given by
cp(κ) =
κp/2−1
(2pi)p/2Ip/2−1(κ)
,
where Ir(·) represents the modified Bessel function
of the first kind at order r.
Theorem 1. When the corpus size and vocabulary
size are infinite (i.e., |D| → ∞ and |V | → ∞) and
all p-dimensional word vectors and document vec-
tors are assumed to be unit vectors1, generalizing
Eqs. (6) and (7) to the continuous cases results in
the p-variate vMF distribution with the center word
vector uwi as the mean direction and κwi as the
concentration parameter, i.e.,
lim
|V |→∞
p(wi+j | wi) = cp(κwi) exp(κwiu>wivwi+j ), (8)
lim
|V |→∞
p(d | wi) = cp(κwi) exp(κwiu>wid). (9)
Proof. We give an informal proof sketch for Eq. (8).
Please refer to Appendix B for the complete proof.
The proof for Eq. (9) can be derived similarly.
We generalize the relationship proportionality
p(wi+j | wi) ∝ exp(κwiu>wivwi+j ) in Eq. (6) to
the continuous case and obtain the following prob-
ability dense distribution:
lim
|V |→∞
p(wi+j | wi) =
exp(κwiu
>
wivwi+j )∫
Sp−1 exp(κwiu
>
wivw′)dvw′
,
exp(κwiu
>
wivwi+j )
Z
,
(10)
where Z denotes the integral in the denominator.
The probability density function of vMF distri-
bution integrates to 1 over the entire sphere, i.e.,∫
Sp−1
cp(κwi) exp(κwiu
>
wivw′)dvw′ = 1,
we have
Z =
∫
Sp−1
exp(κwiu
>
wivw′)dvw′ =
1
cp(κwi)
.
1This assumption has empirical bases because normalizing
embedding is common practice in NLP (Levy et al., 2015;
Xing et al., 2015).
Plugging Z back to Eq. (10), we obtain
lim
|V |→∞
p(wi+j | wi) = cp(κwi) exp(κwiu>wivwi+j ).
Theorem 1 reveals the underlying generative
assumption of our model—the contexts vectors
(both context word embedding vwi+j and context
document embedding d) are assumed to be gen-
erated from the vMF distribution with the center
word vector uwi as the mean direction and κwi
as the concentration parameter. Our model es-
sentially learns both word embedding and word
distributional specificity that maximize the prob-
ability of the context vectors getting generated
by the center word’s vMF distribution. Figure
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Figure 2: Word Distributional Specificity.
2 shows two words with different distributional
specificity. “Food” has more general meaning than
“seafood” and appears in more diverse contexts.
Therefore, the learned vMF distribution of “food”
will have a lower concentration parameter than that
of “seafood”. In other words, “food” has a lower
distributional specificity than “seafood”.
3.4 Ranking Measure for Selecting Class
Representative Words
Finally, the learned distributional specificity can
be used to impose the constraint that class rep-
resentative words should belong to the category.
Specifically, a category representative word must
have higher distributional specificity than the cate-
gory name. Further, we prefer words that (1) have
high embedding cosine similarity with the category
name, and (2) have low distributional specificity
which indicates wider semantic coverage. Formally,
we find a representative word of category ci and
add it to the set S by
w = argminwranksim(w, ci) · rankspec(w)
s.t. w /∈ S and κw > κci .
(11)
where ranksim(w, ci) is the ranking of w by em-
bedding cosine similarity with category ci, i.e.,
cos(uw, ci), from high to low; rankspec(w) is the
ranking of w by distributional specificity, i.e., κw,
from low to high.
4 Overall Objective and Algorithm
The overall training objective sums up the three
loss functions (Eqs. (1), (2) and (4)):
L = Llocal + Lglobal + Lreg, (12)
where the first two terms learn unsupervised word
embedding by capturing contextual similarity, and
the regularization term refines the embedding space
to best separate the given categories.
Algorithm 1: Category-Name Guided Word
Embedding Training.
Input: A text corpus D; a set of category names
C = {ci}|ni=1.
Output: Word embeddingW = {uw}|w∈V ; category
embedding C = {ci}|ni=1.
1 Initialize S ← C;
2 for i← 1 to max iter do
3 TrainW,C on D according to Equation (12);
4 for j ← 1 to n do
5 w ← Select representative word of cj by
Equation (11);
6 S ← S ∪ {w};
7 ReturnW,C;
Algorithm 1 gives the model training procedure.
Initially, the set of class representative words S is
simply the category surface names. During training,
S gradually incorporates more class representative
words so that the category embeddings model more
accurate and complete class semantics. The em-
beddings of class representative words are directly
enforced by Eq. (4) to encode category distinctive
information, and this weak supervision signal will
pass to other words by Eqs. (1) and (2) so that the
resulting embedding space is specifically fine-tuned
to distinguish the given set of categories.
5 Experiments and Performance Study
In this section, we conduct a series of empirical
evaluations to demonstrate the distinctive power
of our model’s word embedding over the given
categories. We also carry out case studies to under-
stand the effectiveness of the core components of
our model.
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Figure 3: Dataset Statistics.
5.1 Experiment Setup
Datasets. We use three datasets, the New York
Times annotated corpus (NYT) (Sandhaus, 2008),
the recently released Yelp Dataset Challenge
(Yelp)2 and the abstracts of computer science bib-
liography DBLP (El-Kishky et al., 2014). NYT
and Yelp each has two sets of categories: NYT:
topic and location; Yelp: food type and sentiment;
DBLP has one set of category: field of study. For
NYT, we first select several major categories from
topics and locations, and then collect documents
that are single-labeled on both set of categories, i.e.,
each document has exactly one ground truth topic
label and one ground truth location label. We do
the same for Yelp and DBLP. The category names
and the number of training/testing documents in
each category can be found in Figure 3.
Implementation Details and Parameters. Since
the full softmax in Eqs. (6) and (7) results in com-
putational complexity proportional to the vocabu-
lary size, we adopt the negative sampling strategy
(Mikolov et al., 2013) for efficient approximation.
2https://www.yelp.com/dataset/challenge
The training objective (Eq. (12)) is optimized with
SGD. We pre-process the corpus by discarding in-
frequent words that appear less than 5 times in
the corpus. For fair comparison with baselines,
we set the hyperparameters as below for all meth-
ods: word embedding dimension p = 100, local
context window size h = 5, number of negative
samples k = 5, training iterations on the corpus
max iter = 5. Other parameters (if any) are set
to be the default values of the corresponding algo-
rithm. In CatE, the word distributional specificity
parameter κw is initialized to 1 for each word.
5.2 Document Classification
To evaluate the distinctive power of our trained
word embedding on the specific set of categories,
we conduct document classification experiments
on the two sets of categories of the two datasets.
Comparison with Baselines. We compare CatE
with the following embedding methods:
• Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013): The Skip-
Gram model of Word2Vec3 learns word em-
bedding by maximizing the probability of us-
ing the center word to predict its local context.
• GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014): GloVe4
learns word embedding by factorizing a global
word-word co-occurrence matrix where the
co-occurrence is defined upon a fix-sized win-
dow.
• fastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017): fastText5
is an extension of Word2Vec which learns
word embedding efficiently by incorporating
subword information. It uses the sum of vec-
tor representations of all n-grams in a word to
predict context words in a fix-sized window.
We train a one-vs-rest logistic regression classi-
fier on the training set and apply it on the testing
set. The document features are obtained by averag-
ing all word embedding vectors in the document,
and the word embedding is trained on the training
set of the corresponding dataset. The classification
performances are shown in Table 1.
Classification with Different Models. The above
classification experiments train a linear classifier
3https://code.google.com/archive/p/
word2vec/
4https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/
glove/
5https://github.com/facebookresearch/
fastText/
Table 1: Test accuracy of document classification using
logistic regression on different embeddings.
Methods NYT Yelp DBLPTopic Location Food type Sentiment FoS
Word2Vec 0.907 0.797 0.558 0.923 0.705
Glove 0.899 0.777 0.531 0.911 0.656
fastText 0.911 0.848 0.591 0.926 0.709
CatE 0.919 0.912 0.624 0.936 0.725
Table 2: Test accuracy of document classification using
different classification models.
Models Embedding NYT Yelp DBLPTopic Location Food type Sentiment FoS
SWEM fastText 0.889 0.798 0.546 0.883 0.700CatE 0.905 0.940 0.653 0.926 0.723
CNN fastText 0.891 0.902 0.612 0.929 0.729CatE 0.913 0.932 0.638 0.945 0.742
HAN fastText 0.924 0.937 0.625 0.938 0.731CatE 0.933 0.962 0.666 0.952 0.755
with averaged word embeddings as document fea-
tures. We are also interested in whether our em-
bedding can benefit state-of-the-art classification
models. We compare our embedding with fast-
Text (Bojanowski et al., 2017), which achieves the
best performances among all baselines. Although
the embedding layers in the classification models
are typically fine-tuned jointly with the model’s
weights, here we fix the embedding layer to be the
embeddings trained by CatE and fastText, respec-
tively, for the sake of embedding quality evaluation.
We experiment with the following models:
• SWEM (Shen et al., 2018): SWEM6 is a sim-
ple document classification baseline that di-
rectly applies parameter-free pooling opera-
tions on the word embedding matrix of docu-
ments.
• CNN (Kim, 2014): Convolutional neural net-
works apply multiple fixed-size convolutional
kernels over the word embedding matrix to
derive features on which pooling operations
are performed. We set CNN’s filter window
sizes 2, 3, 4 and 5, with 20 feature maps each.
• HAN (Yang et al., 2016): Hierarchical atten-
tion networks apply sequence encoders and
attention layers on both words and sentences.
In our experiment, HAN uses bi-directional
GRU of 100 dimension as encoders.
Discussions.
6https://github.com/dinghanshen/SWEM
Table 3: Category representative phrase mining on NYT. Word2Vec embeddings have weak distinguishing power
over semantically similar categories such as countries. FastText embeddings, on the other hand, retrieve morpho-
logically similar phrases with category names and make fewer mistakes, but the results are not informative. CatE
gives correct phrases that cover a wide range of category semantics.
Methods NYT-Location NYT-Topicbritain china canada arts education politics
CatE
england beijing ontario art educational political
london shanghai toronto visual arts schools international politics
britons hong kong quebec artists higher education liberalism
scottish fujian montreal dance secondary education political philosophy
great britain hubei ottawa theater teachers geopolitics
british government nanjing alberta fine arts vocational education populism
wales liaoning vancouver gallery curriculum social conservative
scotland guangxi calgary painting prekindergarten partisanship
united kingdom anhui manitoba decorative arts bilingual education election
yorkshire hangzhou british columbia performing arts public school political campaign
W2V
germany (×) beijing britain (×) performing arts higher education rhetoric
canada (×) russia (×) germany (×) humanities educational sensibilities (×)
france (×) japan (×) japan (×) art social services (×) political
italy (×) hong kong italy (×) fine arts secondary education ideology
europe (×) chinese europe (×) educational (×) curriculum perceptions (×)
japan (×) moscow (×) north america academic (×) school foreign policy
western europe canada (×) china (×) endowment (×) arts (×) inertia (×)
russia (×) asia france (×) higher education (×) health (×) orthodoxy
china (×) britain (×) quebec cultural special education culture (×)
spain (×) europe (×) asia (×) crafts health care (×) partisanship
fastText
british chinese canada fine arts education politicking
great britain communist china canadian art educational political
france (×) mainland china canadians visual arts higher education politicize
british government mainland chinese western canada contemporary art secondary education politicizing
british rail beijing quebec endowments (×) educating politicized
ireland (×) mainland montreal endowment (×) special education political risk
british gas china daily montreal canadians fine art school choice apolitical
british steel south china french canadian festivals education reform politician
european union (×) asia (×) north america (×) music festival educator political scandal
italy (×) south korea (×) north american (×) endowed (×) state school nonpolitical
From the previous two sets of classification ex-
periments, we have the following observations:
(1) Our method outperforms unsupervised embed-
dings on NYT-Location and Yelp-Food Type cat-
egories by a large margin, but does not have sig-
nificant advantage on NYT-Topic, Yelp-Sentiment
and DBLP-Field of Study. This is not surprising—
different locations/foods can have highly similar
local contexts, and are more difficult to be differ-
entiated than topics/sentiments. CatE is especially
advantageous when the given categories are seman-
tically similar. (2) When deep models like CNN
and HAN are used, the advantage of CatE over un-
supervised embedding is less notable, probably be-
cause the strong expressive power of deep models
leads to effective extraction of category distinctive
information from generic unsupervised word em-
beddings. However, an interesting finding is that lo-
gistic regression/SWEM operating on CatE’s em-
bedding can achieve comparable or better perfor-
mance with CNN/HAN operating on unsupervised
embedding. Since logistic regression/SWEM are
much simpler models and are much efficient to
train, this shows our model’s promising application
in simple classification models to achieve deep-
model-level classification performances.
5.3 Category Representative Phrase Mining
To evaluate the effectiveness of our representative
word selection module, we retrieve 10 representa-
tive words of each category according to Eq. (11).
The quality phrases have been extracted using Au-
toPhrase (Shang et al., 2018) and are treated as
single words during embedding training. We com-
pare CatE with Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013)
and fastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017) (GloVe (Pen-
nington et al., 2014) gives similar results with
Word2Vec), which do not learn category embed-
ding or word distributional specificity, so we di-
rectly use the category name’s word embedding to
retrieve the top 10 words by highest embedding
cosine similarity. We randomly select several cat-
egories from all sets of categories in our previous
experiments: NYT-Location, NYT-Topic, Yelp-
Food Type, Yelp-Sentiment and DBLP-Field of
Study. Results of different datasets are shown in Ta-
bles 3, 4 and 5 respectively. Phrases that should not
be put under the category are marked with (×). We
observe that Word2Vec makes many mistakes espe-
cially under NYT-Location and Yelp-Food Type,
Table 4: Category representative phrase mining on Yelp. (CatE vs. Word2Vec; fastText omitted due to similar
morphologically phrases to category names as shown in Table 3.) Word2Vec (W2V) makes many mistakes on
finding category related phrases across different food types or sentiment polarity. CatE gives coherent results
under each category.
Methods Yelp-Food Yelp-Sentimentsteak seafood burger desserts good bad
CatE
sirloin steak oysters burgers dessert great sucky
hanger steak mussels cheeseburger pastries delicious sickening
chicken fried steak clams hamburger cheesecakes mindful nasty
skirt steak anchovies burger king scones excellent dreadful
flank steak tilapia hamburgers baguettes wonderful freaks
striploin monkfish smash burger ice cream faithful cheapskates
roast beef shellfish whoppers sundaes keen snot
roast pork sardines in n out burger chocolate inspiring horrible
sirloin seared scallops patty melt espresso courteous misery
corned beef seared tuna smash fries biscotti wholesome stinks
W2V
filet fish hamburger cannoli decent good (×)
ribeye dim sum (×) cheeseburger tiramisu great terrible
wrap lobster hot dog ice cream tasty poor
prime rib crab sandwich gift (×) yummy horrible
hamburger (×) vegetables (×) steak (×) wifi (×) bad (×) awful
sirloin sushi (×) patty caramel alright alright (×)
burger (×) meat (×) swiss (×) cappuccino fantastic weird
sirloin steak oysters fries tea impressive frustrating
kale pho (×) pastrami refills (×) weak (×) harsh
caesar salad (×) crawfish omelet (×) vanilla disappointing (×) decent (×)
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Figure 4: The Embedding of Category and Representative Words During Training.
which is consistent with the fact that Word2Vec
has poor classification performances on these two
sets of categories in the previous experiments. Fast-
Text captures subword information and thus re-
trieves lots of phrases morphologically similar to
the category names, but does not provide informa-
tive understanding of the category semantics. The
category representative phrases given by CatE cor-
rectly cover a wide range of category semantics
and therefore benefit comprehensive understanding
of a certain category.
5.4 Regularization of Embedding Space
In this case study, we demonstrate the effect of
regularizing the embedding space with category
representative words. Specifically, we apply t-SNE
(van der Maaten and Hinton, 2008) to visualize
the embeddings trained on NYT-Location in Fig-
ure 4 where category embeddings are denoted as
stars, and class representative phrases are denoted
as points with the same color as their corresponding
categories. At the early stage of training (Figure
4(a)), words from different categories are mixed
together. During training, the categories are be-
coming well-separated. Category representative
words gather around their corresponding category
in the embedding space, which encourages other
semantically similar words to move towards their
belonging categories as well (Figure 4 shows more
words than class representative words selected by
our model during training).
5.5 Word Distributional Specificity
In the second set of case study, we demonstrate
the learned word distributional specificity with con-
crete examples from NYT-Topic and DBLP-Field
of Study. Table 6 and 7 list the most similar phrases
with each category (measured by embedding co-
sine similarity) from different ranges of distribu-
tional specificity. When κ is smaller, the retrieved
Table 5: Representative phrase mining on DBLP (CatE vs. Word2Vec; fastText omitted due to similar morpholog-
ically phrases to category names as shown in Table 3). Word2Vec (W2V) makes mistakes on semantically similar
categories such as “computer vision” vs. “computer graphics”. CatE can distinguish semantically similar topics
effectively.
Methods DBLP-Field of Studymachine learning information retrieval computer vision computer graphics robotics
CatE
classifiers document retrieval object tracking animation robotic systems
support vector machines indexing object recognition rendering humanoid
svm keywords image processing geometric modeling manipulator
classification image retrieval object detection scientific visualization mobile robot
supervised learning query expansion face detection geometry motion planning
feature selection web search pattern recognition virtual reality end effector
classification algorithms text retrieval moving objects polygonal meshes kinematics
regression retrieval systems pose estimation 3d graphics motion control
cross validation query motion detection texture mapping telerobotics
naive bayes keyword search background subtraction morphing robotic platform
W2V
statistical classification document retrieval image processing geometric modeling mechatronics
supervised machine learning information extraction pattern recognition scientific visualization service robots
statistical learning text retrieval machine vision computer vision (×) teleroboticst
supervised learning topic detection object recognition special effects planetary exploration (×)
data mining (×) natural language processing (×) computer graphics (×) virtual reality artificial intelligence (×)
deep learning image retrieval geometric modeling (×) biomedical imaging robotic control
pattern recognition text summarization (×) image understanding materials science (×) robotic systems
text mining (×) question answering (×) audio signal processing (×) astronomy (×) chemical engineering (×)
natural language processing (×) web mining face detection solid modeling applied sciences (×)
statistical pattern recognition machine translation (×) object tracking physics (×) archaeology (×)
Table 6: Category Related Phrases from Different Ranges of Distributional Specificity on NYT.
Range of κ Science (κc = 0.539) Technology (κc = 0.566) Health (κc = 0.527)
0 ≤ κ < κc reporting (×), design (×)says (×), viewers (×)
construction (×), project (×)
site (×), markup (×)
agency (×), fund (×),
nonpublic (×), plan (×)
κc < κ < 1.25κc scientist, academic, research, laboratory machine, equipment, devices, engineering medical, hospitals, patients, treatment
1.25κc < κ < 1.5κc
physics, sociology,
biology, astronomy
information technology, computing,
telecommunication, biotechnology
mental hygiene, infectious diseases,
hospitalizations, immunizations
1.5κc < κ < 1.75κc
microbiology, anthropology,
physiology, cosmology
wireless technology, nanotechnology,
semiconductor industry, microelectronics
dental care, chronic illnesses,
cardiovascular disease, diabetes
κ > 1.75κc
national science foundation,
george washington university,
hong kong university,
american academy
integrated circuits,
assemblers,
circuit board,
advanced micro devices
juvenile diabetes,
high blood pressure,
family violence,
kidney failure
words have wider semantic coverage. This justi-
fies our design of the ranking measure for select-
ing category representative words—they should be
selected based on both embedding similarity and
distributional specificity. Moreover, if we do not
impose constraints on the distributional specificity
but only use embedding similarity to find represen-
tative words, the retrieved words might be too gen-
eral and do not belong to the category (0 ≤ κ < κc
cases in Table 6 and 7).
6 Related Work
To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first
to learn weakly-supervised word embedding based
on category names only. Here we review the related
work on word embedding for specific tasks.
There have been a number of previous studies
that train supervised word embedding end-to-end
with task specific deep models, such as (Kim, 2014)
and (Kalchbrenner et al., 2014). Among supervised
word embedding models, some previous studies are
more relevant to our paper because they explicitly
leverage category information to optimize embed-
ding for classification tasks. Predictive Text Em-
bedding (PTE) (Tang et al., 2015) constructs a het-
erogeneous text network and jointly embeds words,
documents and labels based on word-word and
word-document co-occurrences as well as labeled
documents. Label-Embedding Attentive Model
(Wang et al., 2018) jointly embeds words and labels
so that attention mechanisms can be employed to
discover category distinctive words. All the above
frameworks require labeled training documents for
fine-tuning word embeddings. Our method only
requires category surface names, which are much
easier to obtain.
Other works take advantages of external lexi-
con resources to tune word embedding for specific
tasks. (Faruqui et al., 2015) performs postprocess-
ing based on relational information from semantic
lexicons (e.g., WordNet) to fine-tune word embed-
dings for a set of sentiment analysis tasks. Densifier
(Rothe et al., 2016; Rothe and Schu¨tze, 2016) uses
annotated lexicon resource to train an orthogonal
Table 7: Category Related Phrases from Different Ranges of Distributional Specificity on DBLP.
Range of κ computer graphics (κc = 1.050) robotics (κc = 0.929) natural language processing (κc = 0.985)
0 ≤ κ < κc graphics, interactive (×)geometry, edge (×)
motion (×), edge direction (×)
arm (×), robot
syntactic, corpora (×),
linguistic, sentence (×)
κc < κ < 1.25κc animations, rendering, polygons, triangles
robotic systems, humanoid,
manipulator, mobile robot
nlp, wordnet, noun, verb
1.25κc < κ < 1.5κc
geometric modeling, scientific visualization,
texture mapping, real time rendering
robotic platform, robotic manipulators,
industrial robot, force control
machine translation, pos tagging,
named entity recognition,
dependency parsing
1.5κc < κ < 1.75κc
polygonal meshes, solid modeling,
surface models, flow visualization
wheeled robots, robotic vehicle,
legged robots, legged locomotion
shallow parsing, semantic role labeling,
statistical machine translation,
lexical substitution
κ > 1.75κc
hidden surface removal,
constructive solid geometry,
indirect illumination,
cloth simulation
dynamic walking,
swing leg,
underwater vehicles,
wheeled mobile robots
morphological disambiguation,
predicate argument structure,
penn discourse treebank,
example based machine translation
transformation from the original word embedding
space into ultradense subspaces where specific type
lexical information is extracted and analyzed effi-
ciently. (Yu and Dredze, 2014) proposes a joint
model that incorporates both Word2Vec (Mikolov
et al., 2013) and prior knowledge about word re-
lations from semantic resources to improve word
embedding for downstream tasks (e.g., language
modeling, semantic similarity measuring). None
of the above frameworks can be easily adapted to
tune word embeddings for discriminating a specific
set of categories.
Some recent works propose to learn embedding
for lexical entailment. Hyperbolic models such
as Poincare´ (Nickel and Kiela, 2017; Tifrea et al.,
2018; Dhingra et al., 2018), Lorentz (Nickel and
Kiela, 2018) and hyperbolic cone (Ganea et al.,
2018) have proven successful in graded lexical en-
tailment detection. However, category represen-
tative phrases are not necessarily instances or hy-
ponyms of category names, but are instead more
specific phrases that belong to the categories se-
mantically. Also, their embeddings are trained for
specific tasks and cannot be easily used by general
downstream tasks such as text classification.
Recently popular deep language models like
ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) and BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019) have shown great effectiveness in several
NLP tasks, but they cannot be readily applied to our
category-name guided embedding learning prob-
lem for two reasons: (1) The word representation is
contextual (i.e., the same word in different context
has different representations), but tasks like cate-
gory phrases mining require context-free word em-
bedding. (2) They are trained via language model
based objectives, and it is not clear how to incor-
porate category-name information into language
model learning.
7 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a weakly-supervised word
embedding framework that learns category distinc-
tive word embedding only based on category names.
Our framework effectively finds class representa-
tive words/phrases based on both word embedding
similarity and word distributional specificity, and
regularizes the embedding space by jointly learning
word embedding and category embedding. Experi-
ments show that word embeddings trained by our
model possess strong distinctive power over the
specific set of categories, and outperform unsuper-
vised word embeddings on document classification
and representative word retrieval tasks.
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A Preliminaries
Definition 3 (Modified Bessel Function of the First
Kind). The modified Bessel function of the first
kind of order r can be defined as (Mardia and Jupp,
2009):
Ir(κ) =
(κ/2)r
Γ
(
r + 12
)
Γ
(
1
2
) ∫ pi
0
exp(κ cos θ)(sin θ)2rdθ,
where Γ(x) =
∫∞
0 exp(−t)tx−1dt is the gamma
function.
Lemma 1. The definite integral of power of sin on
the interval [0, pi] is given by
Jp =
∫ pi
0
(sinx)pdx =
√
piΓ
(
1+p
2
)
Γ
(
1 + p2
) (p ∈ Z+),
where Γ(x) =
∫∞
0 exp(−t)tx−1dt is the gamma
function.
Proof.
Jp =
∫ pi
0
(sinx)pdx
=
(−(sinx)p−1 cosx) ∣∣∣∣pi
0
+ (p− 1)
∫ pi
0
(sinx)p−2(cosx)2dx
= (p− 1)
∫ pi
0
(sinx)p−2dx− (p− 1)
∫ pi
0
(sinx)pdx
= (p− 1)Jp−2 − (p− 1)Jp
Therefore, Jp = p−1p Jp−2.
Using the above iteration relationship and the
property of gamma function Γ(x + 1) = xΓ(x),
we write Jp using gamma function:
• When p is an even integer:
Jp =
p− 1
p
p− 3
p− 2 · · ·
1
2
J0
=
(p− 1)/2
p/2
(p− 3)/2
(p− 2)/2 · · ·
1/2
2/2
J0
=
Γ
(
1+p
2
)
/Γ
(
1
2
)
Γ
(p
2 + 1
)
/Γ (1)
J0
Plugging in the base case J0 = pi and Γ
(
1
2
)
=√
pi, Γ(1) = 1, we prove that
Jp =
√
piΓ
(
1+p
2
)
Γ
(
1 + p2
) (p ∈ Z+, p is even)
• When p is an odd integer:
Jp =
p− 1
p
p− 3
p− 2 · · ·
2
3
J1
=
(p− 1)/2
p/2
(p− 3)/2
(p− 2)/2 · · ·
2/2
3/2
J1
=
Γ
(
1+p
2
)
/Γ (1)
Γ
(p
2 + 1
)
/Γ
(
3
2
)J1
Plugging in the base case J1 = 2 and Γ
(
3
2
)
=√
pi
2 , Γ(1) = 1, we prove that
Jp =
√
piΓ
(
1+p
2
)
Γ
(
1 + p2
) (p ∈ Z+, p is odd)
B Proof of Theorem
Theorem 2. When the corpus size and vocabulary
size are infinite (i.e., |D| → ∞ and |V | → ∞)
and all p-dimensional word vectors and document
vectors are assumed to be unit vectors7, generaliz-
ing Equations (6) and (7) to the continuous cases
results in the p-variate vMF distribution with the
center word vector uwi as the mean direction and
κwi as the concentration parameter, i.e.,
lim
|V |→∞
p(wi+j | wi) = cp(κwi) exp(κwiu>wivwi+j ),
(13)
lim
|V |→∞
p(d | wi) = cp(κwi) exp(κwiu>wid). (14)
Proof. We give the proof for Equation (8); the
proof for Equation (9) can be derived similarly.
We generalize the relationship proportionality
p(wi+j | wi) ∝ exp(κwiu>wivwi+j ) in Equation
(6) to the continuous case and obtain the following
probability dense distribution:
lim
|V |→∞
p(wi+j | wi) =
exp(κwiu
>
wivwi+j )∫
Sp−1 exp(κwiu
>
wivw′)dvw′
,
exp(κwiu
>
wivwi+j )
Z
,
(15)
where we denote the integral in the denominator as
Z.
To evaluate the integral Z, we make the transfor-
mation to polar coordinates. Let t = Qvw′ , where
Q ∈ Rp×p is an orthogonal transformation so that
dt = dvw′ . Moreover, let the first row of Q be uwi
so that t1 = u>wivw′ . Then we use (r, θ1, . . . , θp−1)
to represent the polar coordinates of t where r = 1
and cos θ1 = u>wivw′ . The transformation from Eu-
clidean coordinates to polar coordinates is given by
7This assumption has empirical bases because normalizing
embedding is common practice in NLP (Levy et al., 2015;
Xing et al., 2015).
(Sra, 2007) via computing the determinant of the
Jacobian matrix for the coordinate transformation:
dt = rp−1
p∏
j=2
(sin θj−1)p−jdθj−1.
Then
Z =
∫ pi
0
exp(κwi cos θ1)(sin θ1)
p−2dθ1
×
p−1∏
j=3
∫ pi
0
(sin θj−1)p−jdθj−1 ×
∫ 2pi
0
dθp−1.
By Lemma 1, we have
p−1∏
j=3
∫ pi
0
(sin θj−1)p−jdθj−1
= pi
p−3
2
Γ
(
p−2
2
)
Γ
(
p−3
2
)
· · ·Γ (1)
Γ
(
p−1
2
)
Γ
(
p−2
2
)
· · ·Γ (32)
=
pi
p−3
2
Γ
(
p−1
2
) .
Then
Z =
∫ pi
0
exp(κwi cos θ1)(sin θ1)
p−2dθ1 · pi
p−3
2
Γ
(
p−1
2
) · 2pi
=
2pi
p−1
2
Γ
(
p−1
2
) ∫ pi
0
exp(κwi cos θ1)(sin θ1)
p−2dθ1.
According to Definition 3, the integral term of
Z above can be expressed with Ip/2−1(κwi) as:∫ pi
0
exp(κwi cos θ1)(sin θ1)
p−2dθ1
=
Γ
(
p−1
2
)
Γ
(
1
2
)
(κwi/2)
p/2−1 Ip/2−1(κwi).
Therefore, with the fact that Γ
(
1
2
)
=
√
pi,
Z =
2pi
p−1
2
Γ
(
p−1
2
) Γ ( p−12 )Γ ( 12)
(κwi/2)
p/2−1 Ip/2−1(κwi)
=
(2pi)p/2
κ
p/2−1
wi
Ip/2−1(κwi).
Plugging Z back to Equation (15), we finally
arrive that
lim
|V |→∞
p(wi+j | wi)
=
κ
p/2−1
wi
(2pi)p/2Ip/2−1(κwi)
exp(κwiu
>
wivwi+j )
= cp(κwi) exp(κwiu
>
wivwi+j ).
